
 
NOTE DU VICE-PRESIDENT 

Groupe sur la structure et les méthodes de travail 
des Commissions d'études de l'UIT-D 

DOCUMENTS ELABORES A LA QUATRIEME REUNION DU GROUPE SUR LA 
STRUCTURE ET LES METHODES DE TRAVAIL DES COMMISSIONS D'ETUDES 

DE L'UIT-D (BERLIN, ALLEMAGNE, 23-25 JANVIER 2001) 

Introduction 

A la quatrième réunion qu'il a tenue à Berlin (Allemagne) du 23 au 25 janvier 2001, le Groupe sur 
la structure et les méthodes de travail des Commissions d'études de l'UIT-D a examiné deux séries 
de projets de Résolution. Ces projets de Résolution - modifiés à partir des suggestions et des 
observations formulées par le GCDT et par les Commissions d'études - seront envoyés au Directeur 
du BDT dans le cadre du rapport du Groupe. La prochaine CMDT est invitée à approuver ces 
Résolutions. 
A) Trois projets de Résolution sur des questions précises qu'il convient de mettre en oeuvre ou 

d'améliorer et qui concernent l'admission d'Associés, la révision de la Résolution 5 
(CMDT-98) et l'utilisation du traitement électronique des documents (EDH), ont été 
approuvés. 

 Ces trois projets de Résolution sont présentés dans un autre document. 
B) Un projet de Résolution concernant les procédures devant être appliquées par les 

Commissions d'études de l'UIT-D (révision de la Résolution 4 de la CMDT-98) a été 
débattu, modifié et approuvé. 

 Comme ce projet de Résolution n'est pas encore achevé, il n'est peut-être pas utile de 
l'examiner en détail à ce stade. Ce projet de Résolution n'est donc disponible qu'en anglais 
pour l' instant - sous forme de document de travail mais sera néanmoins distribué. 

Les principales modifications proposées par le Groupe sont expliquées dans la suite du texte qui 
contient aussi les recommandations que le Groupe a formulées au sujet des méthodes de travail. 

Pour la suite des travaux, il est suggéré que le GCDT fournisse des orientations sur les 
principes que le Groupe devrait suivre pour mener à bien sa tâche. 

Principales modifications par rapport à la Résolution 4 de la CMDT-98: 
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1 Terminologie concernant le rapporteur, le corapporteur, le rapporteur associé et 
d'autres participants actifs: 

Le Groupe a suggéré de limiter le plus possible le nombre de responsables et de préciser leurs 
tâches dans le cadre des méthodes de travail. Le Groupe envisage de recourir à des rapporteurs et à 
leurs adjoints - les corapporteurs - et de ne pas conserver le terme de rapporteurs associés. Dans les 
méthodes de travail, il n'est pas nécessaire de décrire plus avant les autres participants actifs et leurs 
attributions. 

2 Terminologie concernant les groupes de travail, les groupes spécialisés, les groupes de 
rapporteurs et les équipes de projet: 

Le Groupe ne maintiendra pas la formule de l'équipe de projet mais il est suggéré de garder celle 
des groupes spécialisés de l'UIT-T. La Commission d'études peut constituer un ou plusieurs groupes 
spécialisés à qui elle peut confier l'étude de Questions urgentes et l'élaboration de 
Recommandations urgentes qui ne peuvent pas raisonnablement être effectuées par les autres 
groupes. 

Chaque groupe spécialisé établira sa propre méthode de financement. Toutefois, afin d'augmenter la 
participation des pays en développement, des bourses pourraient être accordées à des membres 
actifs du groupe spécialisé conformément aux règles en vigueur au BDT. 

3 Terminologie concernant l'adoption et l'approbation de projets de nouvelle 
Recommandation ou de Recommandation révisée: 

Il est recommandé d'établir une distinction claire entre: 

− l'adoption par la Commission d'études concernée, et 
− l'approbation par les Etats Membres. 

4 Procédure d'approbation 

Le Groupe a suggéré de rationaliser la procédure d'approbation applicable aux projets de nouvelle 
Recommandation ou de Recommandation révisée pendant l'intervalle entre deux CMDT et de ne 
pas introduire, pour l'instant, la variante de la procédure d'approbation (AAP). La procédure à 
mettre en oeuvre est voisine de celle qu'utilise l'UIT-R, qui est pratiquement identique à la 
procédure existante de l'UIT-D. Toutefois, le texte relatif aux procédures devant être appliquées par 
les Commissions d'études de l'UIT-D est remanié, afin de distinguer clairement l'adoption de 
l'approbation. Il est proposé de ne pas introduire l'adoption par correspondance au niveau de la 
Commission d'études car cela signifie qu'une Commission d'études pourrait ne jamais voir le texte 
dans toutes les langues de travail au cours d'une réunion. 

5 Participation des Associés: 

Outre les Etats Membres et les Membres de Secteur, il est proposé d'admettre des entités ou 
organisations à participer comme Associés aux travaux des Commissions d'études de l'UIT-D. Une 
Résolution a été élaborée à cet effet; elle est soumise au GCDT dans un autre document. 
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6 Divers  
• Mandat des Commissions d'études de l'UIT-D: le Groupe a proposé de ne pas ajouter les 

Avis dans les résultats escomptés des études effectuées par les Commissions d'études de 
l'UIT-D. 

• La mention explicite aux Vice-Présidents représentant telle ou telle région n'existe plus. On 
la trouve dans la Convention, au numéro 242. La durée de leur mandat n'a pas été 
examinée. 

• Les méthodes de travail applicables aux groupes de rapporteurs telles qu'elles ont été 
adoptées en septembre 2000 par les Commissions d'études de l'UIT-D, sont mises en oeuvre 
(Doc. 1/043; 2/059). 

• La définition et le rôle des équipes de direction ont été également arrêtés 
(Doc. 1/110; 2/148). 

• La présentation des documents est modifiée en fonction du texte déjà adopté en 
septembre 2000 par les Commissions d'études de l'UIT-D (réduction du coût et du volume 
de la documentation - Doc. 1/107; 2/142). Le concept de documents temporaires (élaborés 
pendant la réunion pour faciliter le déroulement des travaux) est également introduit. 

• Des questions peuvent être supprimées par une CMDT ou par une Commission d'études, 
soit parce que les travaux sont terminés, soit parce qu'aucune contribution n'a été reçue à la 
réunion et au cours des deux réunions précédentes de la Commission d'études 
(Doc. 1/109; 2/145). 

 
 
 
 
 

Annexe: Procédures devant être appliquées par les Commissions d'études de l'UIT-D - Projet. 
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English only 

Draft Resolution XX (Ex No. 4) 

PROCEDURES TO BE APPLIED BY STUDY GROUPS 

The next meeting of the Group will complete this missing text of the Resolution by drafting the 
sections "considering" and "resolves". 
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APPENDIX TO RESOLUTION XX (Ex No. 4) 

PROCEDURES TO BE APPLIED BY STUDY GROUPS 

 

 

SECTION 1 - Study groups and other groups  

1 Creation of study groups and other groups  

1.1 In accordance with the provisions of Article 16 of the Convention , WTDC may establish 
study groups for: 

 a) studying a series of Questions falling within the terms of reference set by the 
Conference; 

 b) elaborating draft recommendations, opinions or guidelines to foster telecommunication 
development in developing countries leading to a more balanced worldwide 
development of telecommunications. 

1.2 To facilitate their work, the study groups may set up working parties, focus groups and joint 
rapporteur groups to deal with specific Questions or parts of thereof.  

1.3 The study group may establish one or more focus groups to which it may assign the studies 
of those urgent Questions and the preparation of those urgent Recommendations that cannot 
reasonably be carried out by the other groups. 

1.4 In addition, for the case of an urgent Question or topic arising between study group 
meetings, such that it cannot reasonably be considered at a scheduled study group meeting, the 
chairman, in consultation with the vice-chairmen, the chairman of TDAG and the BDT-Director, 
may take action to establish a focus group, in a decision indicating the urgent Question or topic to 
be studied. Following this decision, the details will be  notified with a circular letter and posted on 
ITU-D web site.  

Following the posting, the focus group may proceed. 

The establishment of the focus group shall be confirmed by the next meeting of the study group. 
Details on the establishment and terms of reference of a focus group and on its financing are 
mentioned in Annex 6. 

1.5 Where appropriate, regional groups may be set up to study Questions or problems, the 
specific nature of which makes it desirable that they be studied within the framework of one or 
more regions of the Union. 

Regional and sub regional meetings offer a valuable opportunity for information exchange and the 
development of management and technical experience and expertise. Every opportunity should be 
taken to provide additional opportunities for experts from developing countries to gain experience 
by participating in regional and sub regional meetings which deal with study group work. 

The establishment of regional groups should not give rise to duplication of work being carried out at 
the global level by the corresponding study group or its other groups. 

1.6 Joint rapporteur’s groups (JRGs) may be established for the study of those Questions 
requiring the participation of experts from more than one study group. JRGs between study groups 
in the Development Sector may be governed by these procedures.  However, for JRGs with other 
Sectors the procedures should be those used by the two Sectors.  It is preferable to identify such 
procedures when creating such joint groups, with the terms of reference, with clear identification to 
whom they should report and where the final decisions will be taken. 
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1.7 Chairmen and vice-chairmen of ITU-D study groups are designated by WTDCs. TDAG is 
authorized to appoint study group chairmen and vice-chairmen, when the need arises during the 
period between world telecommunication development conferences.  

1.8 TDAG is authorized to approve changes which are appropriate in the structure and working 
methods of the ITU-D study groups, during the period between world telecommunication 
development conferences. 

2 Chairmen 

2.1 Appointment of chairmen and vice-chairmen shall be primarily based upon proven 
competence both in technical content of the study group concerned, and the management skills 
required.  

2.2 The mandate of the vice-chairman shall be to assist the chairman in matters relating to the 
management of the study group including substitution for the chairman at official ITU-D meetings 
or replacement of the chairman should he or she be unable to continue with study group duties. 
Each working party and each focus group chairman provides technical and administrative 
leadership and should be recognized as having a role of equal importance to that of the study group 
vice-chairman. 

2.3 Vice-chairmen shall not be automatically selected as working party or focus group 
chairmen but shall not be excluded from consideration along with other qualified members of the 
study group. 

2.4 To the extent possible, and taking into account the need for proven competence, 
appointment or selection to the management team should utilize the resources of as broad a range of 
Member States, and, Sector Members as possible. 

2.5 In principle, a working party or a focus group chairman, on accepting this role, is expected 
to have the support necessary to fulfil this commitment throughout the study period or as long as a 
focus group exists. 

2.6 Focus group chairman and vice-chairman are initially appointed by the parent study group. 
If required, subsequent management appointments will be made by the focus group. 

3 Rapporteurs (see also in Annex 5 the Checklist for rapporteurs) 

3.1 Rapporteurs are appointed by a study group in order to progress the study of a Question and 
to develop new and revised reports, opinions and recommendations.  Rapporteurs may have 
responsibility for one or more Questions or topics. 

3.2 Because of the nature of the studies, rapporteur appointments should be based both on 
expertise of the subject to be studied, and the ability to coordinate the work. Elements of the 
expected  work done by the rapporteurs are described in annex 5.  

3.3 Clear terms of reference for the work of the rapporteur should be added to the defined 
Question by the study group, if so needed. 

3.4 One or more associate rapporteurs are appointed as appropriate by a study group for each 
Question. The co-rapporteur automatically takes over chairmanship when the rapporteur is not 
available. Co-rapporteurs may be representatives from Member States, Sector Members and other 
duly authorized entities or organizations.  

In case of more than one co-rapporteur for a given Question, the chairman of the study group 
concerned, in consultation with the rapporteur of the Question or with the other co-rapporteurs 
concerned, designate who will chair the rapporteur’s group meeting. 
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4 Powers of the study groups  

4.1 Each study group may develop draft recommendations for approval either by WTDC or 
pursuant to Section 4 below. Recommendations approved in accordance with either procedure shall 
have the same status. 

4.2 Each study group may also adopt draft Questions for approval by WTDC or in accordance 
with the procedure described in No. 3 of Section 3. 

4.3 In addition to the above, each study group shall be competent to adopt:, guidelines, 
handbooks, and reports. 

5 Meetings 

5.1 The study groups or other groups shall normally meet at ITU headquarters. 

5.2 Study groups or other groups may meet outside Geneva in response to invitations by 
Member States or Sector Members or duly authorized entities of countries that are Member States 
of the Union and if holding them outside Geneva is desirable (e.g. in association with other 
meetings, or to facilitate the attendance of developing countries). 

Such invitations shall normally be considered only if they are submitted to a WTDC or an ITU-D 
study group meeting. They shall be finally accepted after consultation with the Director of BDT if 
they are compatible with the resources allocated to ITU-D by the Council. 

5.3 The invitations referred to in 3.2 above shall be issued and accepted and the corresponding 
meetings outside Geneva organized only if the conditions laid down in Resolution 5 (Kyoto, 1994) 
and ITU Council Decision 304 are met. 

5.4 The conditions for meetings of focus group, joint rapporteur's groups and rapporteur groups 
shall be mutually agreed by the participants of those groups. 

6 Participation in meetings 

6.1 Member States, Sector Members and other entities duly authorized to participate in ITU-D 
activities shall be represented in the study groups and other groups in whose work they wish to take 
part, by participants registered by name and chosen by them as experts qualified to make an 
effective contribution to the study of the Questions entrusted to those study groups. Chairmen of 
meetings may invite individual experts as appropriate. 

6.2 The Director of BDT shall keep up to date a list of the Member states, Sector Members and 
other entities participating in each study group. 

7 Frequency of meetings 

7.1 The study groups shall in principle meet at least once a year during the interval between 
two WTDCs. However, additional meetings may take place with the approval of the Director of 
BDT, having regard to the priorities laid down by the preceding WTDC and the resources of ITU-D 
itself. 

7.2 To ensure the best possible use of the resources of ITU-D and of those participating in its 
work, the Director, in collaboration with the study group chairmen, shall establish and publish a 
timetable of meetings well in advance. The timetable shall take account of such factors as the 
capacity of the ITU common services, document requirements for meetings and the need for close 
coordination with the activities of the other Sectors and other international or regional 
organizations. 

7.3 In the establishment of the work programme, the timetable of meetings must take into 
account the time required for participating bodies to prepare contributions and documentation. 
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7.4 All study groups shall meet sufficiently in advance of WTDC in order to enable the final 
reports and draft recommendations to be disseminated within the required deadlines. 

8 Establishment of work programmes and preparation of meetings 

8.1 After each WTDC, a work programme shall be proposed by each study group chairman, 
with the assistance of BDT. The work programme shall take account of the programme of activities 
and priorities adopted by WTDC. 

The implementation of the work programme will, however, depend to a large extent on the 
contributions received from ITU-D Member States, Sector Members, and duly authorized entities or 
organizations and the BDT secretariat, as well as on the opinions expressed by participants in the 
meetings. 

8.2 An administrative circular with an agenda of the meeting, a draft work plan and a list of the 
Questions to be studied shall be prepared by the BDT secretariat with the help of the chairman of 
the study group concerned. 

The administrative circular must reach the bodies participating in the work of the study group 
concerned at least three months before the opening of the meeting. 

A registration form shall be appended to the administrative circular so that the bodies concerned can 
announce their intention to participate in the meeting. The form must then be returned to the BDT 
secretariat so as to arrive at least three weeks before the meeting. It shall contain the names and 
addresses of intended participants or at least the number of participants expected if their names 
cannot be provided. This information will facilitate the registration process and the timely 
preparation of registration materials. 

9 Study group management teams  

9.1 Each ITU-D Study Group has a management team composed of the Chairman, the Vice-
Chairmen, the Rapporteurs and co-Rapporteurs as well as the chairmen and the vice-chairmen of 
any group emanating from this study group. 
9.2 Study group management teams should maintain contact among themselves and with BDT 
by electronic means to the extent practicable. Appropriate liaison meetings should be arranged, as 
necessary, with study group chairmen from the other Sectors. 

9.3 A joint management team will be established, chaired by the Director of BDT, composed of 
the ITU-D study groups management teams. 

9.4 The role of the  joint  management team of the ITU-D study groups is to 

• advise BDT management on the estimation of the budget requirements of the study 
groups; 

• co-ordinate issues common to different Questions; 
• prepare joint proposals to TDAG or other relevant bodies in ITU-D; 
• finalize the dates of the study group meetings; 
• deal with any other issue that may arise. 

9.5 The ITU-D Study group management team should meet once a year, preferably one or two 
days prior to the second TDAG meeting in the last quarter of the year. 

10 Preparation of reports 

10.1 Reports of the Study groups work can be of four major types: 

 - Progress reports  

 - Meeting reports 
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 - Output reports 

 - Study group reports to WTDC (see Section 8) 

10.2 Progress Reports 

 The following list of items is suggested for inclusion in progress reports : 

a. brief summary of the status and expected contents of the output report; 

b. conclusions or titles of reports or recommendations sought to be endorsed; 

c. status of work with reference to the work programme, including baseline document, if 
available; 

d. draft new or revised reports or recommendations, or reference to source documents 
containing the Recommendations; 

e. draft liaisons in response to or requesting action by other study groups or organizations; 

f. reference to normal or delayed contributions considered part of assigned study and a 
summary of contributions considered; 

g. reference to submissions attributed to collaborators of other organizations; 

h. major issues remaining for resolution and draft agenda of future approved meetings, if 
any; 

i. list of attendees at meetings held since the last progress report; 

j. list of normal contributions or temporary documents containing the reports of all 
rapporteur’s group meetings since the last progress report. 

NOTE: The progress report may make refe rence to the meeting reports in order to avoid 
duplication of information. 

Progress reports by rapporteurs shall be submitted to the relevant group for approval. 

10.3 Meeting reports 

Prepared by the study group chairman or the rapporteur, assisted by the BDT secretariat, the report 
shall contain a synopsis of the outcome of the work and emerging trends. It must also indicate items 
which require further study at the next meeting. The report should also refer to contributions and/or 
documents issued during a meeting, main results (including recommendations and guidelines), 
directive for future work, planned meetings of working parties, focus groups and rapporteur groups, 
and liaison statements endorsed at the study group or working party level. A template for liaison 
statements is in Annex 4. 

 The report of a study group's first meeting in the study period shall include a list of the 
chairmen and vice-chairmen of any other groups that may have been created and of all the 
rapporteurs and co-rapporteurs appointed. This list shall be updated, as required, in subsequent 
reports. 

10.4 Output reports 

Such reports represent the expected deliverable, i.e. the principal results of a study. The items to be 
covered are indicated in the expected output of the concerned Question. 
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11 Study group reports to WTDC 

11.1 The final report of each study group to the WTDC shall be the responsibility of the 
chairman of the study group concerned and shall contain: 

 – a summary of the results achieved by the study group during the study period in 
question, describing the work of the study group and the outcome which resulted; 

 – reference to any new or revised recommendations approved by correspondence by 
Member States and Sector Members during the study period; 

 – the text of recommendations submitted to the WTDC for approval; 

 – a list of any new or revised Questions proposed for study during the next study period; 

 – a list of Questions proposed for deletion. 

11.2 The preparation of recommendations should follow the general practice of the Union. 
Examples include the recommendations and resolutions of WTDCs , and of the regional 
telecommunication development conferences. A recommendation should stand alone. Information 
may be annexed to the recommendations, in order to accomplish this. A model recommendation is 
given in Annex 1. 

 

SECTION 2 - Submission, processing and presentation of contributions  

12 Submission of contributions  

12.1 Member States, Sector Members, duly authorized entities and organizations and the 
chairmen and vice-chairmen of study groups or other groups should submit their contributions to 
current studies to the Director of BDT. 

12.2 Such contributions should, inter alia, deal with the results of experience gained in 
telecommunication development, describe case studies and/or contain proposals for promoting 
balanced worldwide and regional telecommunication development. To the extent possible, 
contributions should be submitted in a convenient electronic form. 

12.3 In order to facilitate the study of certain Questions, the BDT secretariat may submit 
consolidated documents or the results of case studies. Such documents will be treated as 
contributions. 

12.4 In principle, documents submitted to the study groups as contributions should not exceed 
five pages .  For existing texts, cross-references should henceforth be used instead of repeating 
material in extenso.  Information material can be placed in annexes or supplied on request as 
background documentation.  A form for submission of documents is in Annex 2. 

13 Processing of contributions  
a) Documents for action 

13.1 Contributions requiring action from the meeting under the terms of its agenda received at 
least two months before a meeting shall be published and distributed in time for the said meeting. 

The Director shall assemble the documentation and arrange, for those contributions received before 
the deadline, any translation needed as well as disseminate this documentation to participants in the 
requested working language before the date set for the meeting of a study group or other group. 

When a document is large, and after consultation with the chairman of the study group or other 
group involved, it may be agreed that the Director shall send out the document without having it 
translated. 
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13.2  Documents originating from rapporteurs which go to the study group meetings, and which 
are received not later than one month before the meeting, will be treated according to point 2.1 
above. 

13.3 Contributions requiring action from the meeting under the terms of its agenda received by 
the Director less than two months, but at least seven days before the opening of a meeting, will not 
be processed in accordance with the procedure outlined in 2.1 above and shall be published as 
"delayed contributions" in the original language only (and in any other working language into 
which they may have been translated by the originator). In addition, contributions which are not 
available to participants at the opening of the meeting shall not be considered.  

13.4 Contributions requiring action from the meeting under the terms of its agenda received by 
the Director less than seven days before the opening of a meeting shall not be entered on the 
agenda. They shall not be distributed but will be held for the next meeting. Contributions judged to 
be of extreme importance may be admitted by the Director at shorter notice, provided that these 
contributions are available to participants at the opening of the meeting. 

13.5 BDT shall not reissue delayed contributions as normal contributions unless the relevant 
group concerned decides otherwise in cases of special interest and importance. Delayed 
contributions shall not be incorporated in reports as annexes. 

b) Documents for information 

13.6 Documents submitted to the meeting for information only and not requiring any specific 
action under the agenda (e.g. descriptive documents submitted by Member States,  Sector Members 
or duly authorized entities and organizations, general policy statements, etc.) should be published, 
in the original language only, in a limited number of copies, for consultation. Delegates may ask the 
BDT Secretariat to provide them with a copy. 

Information documents judged to be of extreme importance may be translated if requested by the 
meeting concerned. 

13.7 A list of information documents, including summaries,  should be translated to the extent 
possible. 
c) Background documents 
13.8 Reference documents containing only background information relating to issues addressed 
at the meeting (data, statistics, detailed reports of other organizations, etc.) should be available upon 
request in the original language only and, if available, also in electronic format. 
d) Temporary documents  

13.9 Temporary documents are documents produced during the meeting to assist in the 
development of the work. 

13.10 Electronic access 

BDT will post electronically all input and output documents (e.g. contributions, draft 
recommendations,  liaison statements and reports) as soon as electronic versions of these documents 
are available. 
Paper versions are to be dispatched as soon as printed to countries who will have requested a paper 
copy; and a dedicated, constantly updated web page shall be established as far as practicable for the 
meeting concerned. 
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14 Presentation of contributions  

14.1 Contributions shall be relevant, clear, concise and comprehensive 

14.2 A cover  page shall be prepared indicating the relevant Question(s), agenda item, date, 
source (originating country and/or organization, address, telephone number, fax number, and 
possible email address of author or contact person), as well as the title of the contribution. 
Indication should also be made as to whether the document is for action or for information, the 
action required, of any, and the abstract. A model of this cover page can be found in Annex 2. 

14.3 The content as defined in 1.2 above (page 11) follows and should not exceed 5 pages. 

14.4 If existing text needs to be revised, adequate indications should be given to identify the 
changes proposed. 

14.5 Contributions submitted to the meeting for information only (see 2.5 above) should include 
a summary prepared by the contributor. 

 

SECTION 3 - Development and approval of Questions  

15 Development of Questions  

15.1 Proposed new Questions for the Development Sector shall be submitted at least four 
months prior to a WTDC by Member States and Sector Members authorized to participate in the 
activities of the Sector. 

15.2 However, an ITU-D study group may also propose new or revised Questions at the 
initiative of a member of that study group if there is sufficient consensus on the subject. 

15.3 Each proposed Question should state the reasons for the proposal, the precise objective of 
the tasks to be performed, the urgency of the study and any contacts to be established with the other 
two Sectors and/or other interna tional or regional bodies. Originators of Questions should use the 
template/outline provided in Annex 3 to ensure that all relevant information is included. 

15.4 TDAG shall be informed of proposed Questions so that it can offer its opinions and 
recommend any changes required. 

16 Approval of Questions by WTDC 

16.1 At least two months before a WTDC, TDAG shall meet to examine proposed new 
Questions and, if necessary, recommend amendments to take account of BDT's general 
development policy objectives and associated priorities. 

16.2 At least one month before a WTDC, the Director of BDT shall communicate to Member 
States and Sector Members a list of the Questions proposed, together with any changes 
recommended by TDAG, and make these available on the ITU web site. 

17 Approval of proposed Questions between two WTDC 

17.1 Between two WTDC, Member States, Sector Members and duly authorized entities and 
organizations participating in ITU-D activities may submit proposed Questions to the study group 
concerned. 

17.2 Each proposed Question shall be based on the template/outline given in No. 1.3 above. 

17.3 If the study group concerned agrees by consensus to study the proposed Question and some 
Member States, Sector Members or other duly authorized entities and organizations 
(normally at least four) have committed themselves to supporting the work (e.g. by 
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contributions, provision of rapporteurs or editors and/or hosting of meetings), it shall 
address the draft text thereof to the Director of BDT with all the necessary information. 

17.4 The Director of BDT, after consultation with TDAG, shall advise Member States ,Sector 
Members and other duly authorized entities of the new Questions by circular letter. 

 

SECTION 4 - Deletion of Questions  

18..............................................................................................................................................Study 
groups may decide to delete Questions. In each individual case it has to decide which of the 
following alternative procedures is the most appropriate one: 
18.1 Deletion of a Question by the WTDC  

Upon the decision of the study group, the Chairman shall include in his/her report to WTDC the 
request to delete a Question.  WTDC may approve this request. 

18.2 Deletion of a Question between WTDCs 
At a study group meeting, it may be agreed by reaching consensus among those present to delete a 
Question, e.g. either because work has been terminated or because no contributions have been 
received at that meeting and at the previous two study group meetings.  Notification about this 
agreement, including an explanatory summary about the reasons for the deletion, shall be provided 
by an Administrative Circula r.  If a simple majority of the Member States has no objection to the 
deletion within two months, the deletion will come into force.  Otherwise the issue will be referred 
back to the Study group. 

18.3 Those Member States which indicate disapproval are requested to provide their reasons and 
to indicate the possible changes that would facilitate further study of the Questions. 

18.4 Notification about the result will be given in an Administrative Circular, and TDAG will be 
informed by a report from the Director.  In addition, the Director shall publish a list of deleted 
Questions whenever appropriate, but at least once by the middle of a study period. 

 

SECTION 5 - Approval of new or revised Recommendations  

19 Introduction 

After adoption at a Study Group meeting, recommendations can be approved by Member States, 
either by correspondence or at a WTDC. 

19.1 When the study of a Question has reached a mature state resulting in a draft new or revised 
Recommendation, the approval process to be followed is in two stages: 
 – adoption by the Study Group concerned (see No. 10.2); 
 – approval by the Member States (see No. 10.3). 

Although not explicitly mentioned below, this process may also be used for the deletion of existing 
Recommendations. 

19.2 In the interests of stability, revision of a Recommendation should not normally be 
considered for approval within two years, unless the proposed revision complements rather than 
changes the agreement reached in the previous version. 
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19.3 Adoption of a new or revised Recommendation by a Study Group 

19.3.1 A Study Group may consider and adopt draft new or revised Recommendations, when the 
draft texts have been prepared sufficiently far in advance of the Study Group meeting so that it is 
anticipated that the draft texts in the working languages will have been distributed in either paper 
and/or electronic forms at least four weeks prior to the start of the Study Group meeting.  

19.3.2 Upon request of the Study Group Chairman, the Director shall explicitly indicate the 
intention to seek approval of new or revised Recommendations under this procedure for adoption at 
a Study Group meeting when announcing the convening of the relevant Study Group meeting. The 
announcement shall include the specific intent of the proposal in summarized form. Reference shall 
be provided to the document where the text of the draft of the new or revised Recommendation may 
be found.  

This information shall be distributed to all Member States and Sector Members and should be sent 
by the Director so that it shall be received, so far as practicable, at least three months before the 
meeting. 

19.3.3 The Study Group should approve a document stating the summaries of the proposed new 
Recommendations and the summaries of modifications for the proposed revised Recommendations. 
This document should be included in an appropriate notification dispatched by the Director.  

19.4 Approval of new or revised Recommendations  

19.4.1 When a draft new or revised Recommendation has been adopted by a Study Group then the 
text shall be submitted for approval by Member States. 

19.4.2 Approval of new or revised Recommendations may be sought: 
 – at a WTDC; 
 – by consultation of the Member States as soon as the relevant Study Group has adopted 

the text. 

19.4.3 At the Study Group meeting where a draft is adopted, the Study Group shall decide to 
submit the draft new or revised Recommendation for approval either at the next  or by consultation 
of the Member States. 

19.4.4 When it is decided to submit a draft to the WTDC, the Study Group Chairman sha ll inform 
the Director and request that he takes the necessary action to ensure that it is included in the agenda 
for the Conference. 

19.4.5 When it is decided to submit a draft for approval by consultation the following conditions 
and procedures apply. 

19.4.6 At the Study Group's meeting the decision of the delegations representing Member States to 
apply this approval procedure must be unopposed. A delegation may advise at the Study Group 
meeting that it is abstaining from the decision to apply the procedure. This delegation’s presence 
shall then be ignored for the purposes of this decision. Such an abstention may subsequently be 
revoked, but only during the course of the Study Group meeting.  

Exceptionally, but only during the Study Group meeting, delegations may request more time to 
consider their positions. Unless advised of formal opposition from any of these delegations within a 
period of one month after the last day of the meeting, the approval process by consultation shall 
continue. If formal objection is received, the draft shall be submitted to the next WTDC. 

19.4.7 For the application of the approval procedure by consultation, within one month of a Study 
Group’s adoption of a draft new or revised Recommendation,  the Director shall request Member 
States to indicate within three months whether they approve or do not approve the proposal. This 
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request shall be accompanied by the complete final text, in the working languages, of the proposed 
new or revised Recommendation.  

19.4.8 The Director shall also advise Sector Members participating in the work of the relevant 
Study Group under the provisions of Article 19 of the Convention, that Member States are being 
asked to respond to a consultation on a proposed new or revised Recommendation, but only 
Member States are entitled to respond. This advice should be accompanied by the complete final 
texts, for information only.  

19.4.9 If 70% or more of the replies from Member States indicate approval, the proposal shall be 
accepted. If the proposal is not accepted, it shall be referred back to the Study Group.  

Any comments received along with responses to the consultation shall be collected by the Director 
and submitted to the Study Group for consideration. 

19.4.10 Those Member States who indicate that they do not approve are encouraged to advise their 
reasons and to participate in the future consideration by the Study Group and its subordinate groups.  

19.4.11 The Director shall promptly notify, by circular letter, the results of the above procedure for 
approval by consultation. The Director shall arrange that this information is also included in the 
next available ITU Notification.  

19.4.12 Should minor, purely editorial amendments or correction of evident oversights or 
inconsistencies in the text as presented for approval be necessary, the Director may correct these 
with the approval of the Chairman of the relevant Study Group. 

19.4.13 The ITU shall publish the approved new or revised Recommendations in the working 
languages as soon as practicable. 

20 Reservations  
At the WTDC, if a delegation elects not to oppose the approval of a Recommendation but wishes to 
enter reservations on one or more aspects, its reservations must be noted in the report of the 
meeting. Such reservations shall be mentioned in a concise note appended to the text of the 
Recommendation concerned. 

 

SECTION 6 - Support to the study groups and other groups  

21 The Director of BDT should ensure that, within the limits of existing budgetary resources, 
the study groups and other groups have appropriate support to conduct their work programmes as 
outlined in the terms of reference and as envisioned by the WTDC's work plan for the Sector. In 
particular, support may be provided in the following forms: 

 a) Appropriate administrative and professional staff support. 

 b) Contracting of outside expertise, as necessary. 

 c) Coordination with regional and subregional telecommunication organizations. 
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ANNEX 1 

 

Model recommendation for guidance when drafting recommendations  

 

The ITU-D (general terminology applicable to all recommendations). 

The World Telecommunication Development Conference (terminology only applicable to 
recommendations approved at a WTDC), 

considering 

This section should contain various general background references giving the reasons for the study. 
The references should normally refer to ITU documents and/or resolutions. 

recognizing 

This section should contain specific factual background statements such as "the sovereign right of 
each Member State" or studies which have formed a basis for the work. 

taking into account 

This section should detail other factors which have to be considered, such as national laws and 
regulations, regional policy decisions and other applicable global issues. 

noting 

This section should indicate generally accepted items or information that support the 
recommendation. 

convinced 

This section should contain details of factors which form the basis of the recommendation. These 
could include objectives of government regulatory policy, choice of financing sources, ensuring fair 
competition, etc. 

recommends 

This section should contain a general sentence, leading into detailed action points: 

specific action point 

specific action point 

specific action point 

etc. 

Note that the above list of action verbs is not exhaustive. Other action verbs may be used when 
appropriate. Existing recommendations provide examples. 
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ANNEX 2 

 

Document for submission of contributions for action/for information 

 

CONTRIBUTION 

Electronic version (Winword or RTF only) to be sent 
to: 

⇒ devsg1@itu.int for SG1 Questions 

⇒ devsg2@itu.int for SG2 Questions 

Paper version to be sent to: ITU/BDT, STG Secretariat, Fax nr. +41 22 7305484 

 

Date: ¨ For action  
¨ For information 

[Please indicate which is 
appropriate] 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ITU-D Study Group: Question: 

Title of contribution: 
 

Revision to previous contribution ( Yes / No ) 
If yes, please indicate document no.: 

[Any changes in a previous text should be indicated 
by revision marks] 

 

Name of contact point: 

Administration/Organization/Company: 
 
 

Tel.: Fax: E-mail: 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Action required 

[Please indicate what is expected from the meeting (contributions for action only)] 

 

 

Abstract 

[Please provide a resumé of a few lines] 

 

 

[Insert text of contribution here or attach file] 

 

 

__________ 
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ANNEX 3 

 

SECTION 3A - Template/outline for proposed Questions and issues for study and consideration by the 
ITU-D Sector 

SECTION 3A 

Template/outline for proposed Questions and issues for study and  
consideration by the ITU-D Sector 

* Information in italics describes the information which should be provided 
by the originator under each heading. 

 

Title of Question or issue  (the title replaces this heading) 

1 Statement of the situation or problem (the notes follow these headings) 

* Provide an overall general description of the situation or problem which is proposed for 
study, with specific focus on: 

- the implications for developing countries and LDCs,  

- gender perspective, and  

- how a solution will benefit these countries. Indicate why the problem or situation warrants 
study at this time. 

2 Question or issue for study 

* State the Question or issue that is proposed for study, expressed as clearly as possible. The 
tasks should be tightly focused. 

3 Expected output 

* Provide a detailed description of the expected output of the study. This should include a 
general indication of the organizational level or status of those who are expected to use and to 
benefit from the output.  

4 Timing 

* Indicate the required timing, noting that the urgency of the output will influence both the 
method used to carry out the study, and the depth and breadth of the study. 

5 Proposers/sponsors  

* Identify by organization and contact point those proposing and supporting the study. 

6 Sources of input  

* Indicate what types of organizations are expected to provide contributions to further the 
work, e.g. Member States, Sector Members, other UN agencies, regional groups, etc. 
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*  Also include any other information, including potentially useful resources, that will be 
helpful to those responsible for carrying out the study.  

7 Target audience  
* Indicate expected types of target audience, by noting all relevant points on the matrix which 

follows: 

 

 Developed countries Developing countries LDCs 

Telecom policy-makers * * * 

Telecom regulators * * * 

Service providers/operators) * * * 

Manufacturers * * * 

Where appropriate, please provide explanatory notes as to why certain matrix points were included 
or excluded. 

a) Target audience - Who specifically will use the output 

* Indicate as precisely as possible which individuals/groups/regions within the target 
organizations will use the output. 

b) Proposed methods for the implementation of the results 

* In the originator’s opinion, how should the results of this work best be distributed to and 
used by the target audience. 

8 Proposed methods of handling the Question or issue  
a) How? 
* Indicate the suggested handling of the proposed Question or issue 

1) Within a study group: 
– Question (over a multi-year study period)   ��ÿ o 
– Focus group (12 months' duration maximum)    o 

2) Within regular BDT activity: 
– Programmes        o 
– Projects        o 
– Expert consultants       o 

3) In other ways - describe (e.g. regional, within other organizations,  
jointly with other organizations, etc.)     o 

b) Why?  
* Explain why you selected the alternative under a) above 

9 Coordination  
* Include, inter alia, the requirements for coordination of the study with all of: 
– regular ITU-D activities; 
– other study group Questions or issues; 
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– regional organizations, as appropriate; 
– work in progress in the other ITU Sectors. 

10 Other relevant information 

* Include any other information that will be helpful in establishing how this Question or Issue 
should best be studied, and on what schedule. 
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ANNEX 4 

 

Template for liaison statements  

 

Information to be included in the liaison statement: 

1. List the appropriate Question numbers of the originating and destination study groups. 

2. Identify the study group or rapporteur’s group meeting at which the liaison was prepared. 

3. Include a concise and clear subject.  If this is in reply to a liaison statement, make this clear, e.g. ”Reply 
to the liaison statement from (source and date ) concerning ….” 

4. Identify the study group(s), if known, or other organizations to which sent. 
NOTE:  Can be sent to more than one organization. 

5. Indicate the level of approval of such liaison statement, e.g. study group, or state that the liaison statement 
has been agreed at a rapporteur’s group meeting. 

6. Indicate if the liaison statement is sent for action or comments, or for information only. 
NOTE:  If sent to more than one organization, indicate this for each one. 

7. If action is requested, indicate the date by which a reply is required. 

8. Include the name and address of the contact person. 

NOTE:  The text of the liaison statement should be concise and clear using a minimum of jargon. 

NOTE:  among ITU-D groups liaison statements should be discouraged, and problems solved through 
informal contacts  

Example of a liaison statement: 

_______________________________________ 

QUESTIONS : 11/1 of ITU-D study group 1 and 11/2 of ITU-D study group 2 

SOURCE  : ITU-D, rapporteur’s group for Question 11/2 

MEETING  : Geneva, September 1999 

SUBJECT  : Request for information/comments - Reply to liaison statement from Question 16/1 

__________ 

LIAISON STATEMENT 

 

TO   : ITU-T, ITU-R, WP1/4, etc. 

APPROVAL : Agreed to at the rapporteur’s group meeting ….. 

FOR   : ITU-R WP1/4 for action; others for information 

DEADLINE : Reply by 22 May 2000 

CONTACT : [Name], rapporteur for Question [number] 

    [Administration/Organization/Company] 

    [Full address] 

    [Tel./Fax/e-mail] 

_____________________________________ 
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ANNEX 5 

 

Rapporteur’s checklist 

4.1 Establish a group of collaborators, often referred to as a rapporteur’s group, to 
participate in the progress of the study.  An updated list of collaborators should be 
provided at each Study group meeting. 

4.2 Establish a work programme in consultation with the group of collaborators.  The work 
programme should be reviewed periodically by the Study group and contain the 
following: 
 
- list of tasks to be completed; 
- target dates for milestones; 
- results anticipated, including titles of output documents; 
- liaison required with other groups, and schedules for liaisons, if known; 
- proposed meeting(s) of rapporteur’s group and estimated dates, with request for 
interpretation, if any. 

4.3 Adopt work methods appropriate to the group. Use of Electronic Document Handling 
(EDH), electronic and facsimile mail to exchange views is strongly encouraged. 

4.4 Act as chairman at all meetings of the group of collaborators.  If special meetings of the 
group of collaborators are necessary, give appropriate advance notice. 

4.5 Delegate portions of the work to co-rapporteurs and associate rapporteurs depending on 
the workload.  These appointments may be confirmed by the Study group. 

4.6 Keep the study group management team regularly informed of the work progress. In 
case no progress can be reported on a certain Question between two study group 
meetings, the rapporteur should nevertheless submit a report indicating the possible 
reasons for the lack of progress. To allow the chairman and the BDT Secretariat to take 
the necessary steps for the work to be done on the Question, reports should be submitted 
at least four two months before the study group meeting. 

4.7 Keep the Study group informed of the progress of work through reports to study group 
meetings.  The reports should be in the form of white contributions (when substantial 
progress has been made such as completion of draft Recommendations or a Report) or 
temporary documents. 

4.8 The progress report mentioned in items 4.6 and 4.7 above should, as far as applicable, 
comply with the format given in No.7.2 of section 1. 

4.9 Ensure that liaison statements are submitted as soon as possible after all meetings, with 
copies to the Study group Chairmen and BDT.  Liaison statements must contain the 
information described on the Template for liaison statements described in Annex 1 
attached hereto.  BDT may provide assistance in distributing the liaisons. 

4.10 Oversee the quality of texts up to and including the final text submitted for approval. 
 

__________ 
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ANNEX 6 

 
Focus groups  

 

Establishment and terms of reference of a focus group 
For each focus group, the study group shall prepare a text listing: 

- statement of the specific matters to be studied within the Question assigned and the output  to be 
prepared 

- the reporting date 

- the name and address of the chairman and any vice-chairmen. 

- A realistic plan for financing its activities either through volunteer hosting, special funds or a 
combination of both 

 

General financing of focus groups  
Each focus group will determine its own method of financ ing. Focus groups will not draw on ITU-
D funds or resources except for the use of TIES and secretarial support with respect to 
documentation. However, to increase participation from developing countries, fellowships my be 
granted for active members of the focus group according to the rules applied in BDT. 

Focus group meetings shall be accomplished by volunteer hosting in a similar manner to rapporteur 
groups, or on the basis of financial arrangements determined by the focus group. 

 

 

____________ 


